Purpose. The Oncotype DX assay predicts likelihood of distant recurrence and improves patient selection for adjuvant chemotherapy in estrogen receptor-positive (ER-positive) early stage breast cancer. This study has two primary endpoints: to evaluate the impact of Oncotype DX recurrence scores (RS) on chemotherapy recommendations and to compare the estimated recurrence risk predicted by breast oncology specialists to RS.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, breast oncology specialists have relied on clinical and pathologic tumor features as well as patient characteristics to determine risk of recurrence and to guide recommendations for adjuvant chemotherapy. However, such treatment decisions remain challenging, especially in patients with estrogen receptor-positive (ER-positive) early stage breast cancer where the absolute benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy is more difficult to perceive. Although studies have shown overall efficacy of adjuvant chemotherapy in the early stage breast cancer population [1] , many patients are exposed to the associated risks of chemotherapy without deriving significant benefit from it.
Multiple molecular assays have been developed to help tailor therapeutic strategies for early stage breast cancer [2] [3] [4] . One such assay is the Oncotype DX (Genomic Health, Redwood City, CA), a 21-gene breast cancer-specific expression profile which is now being utilized to improve patient selection for adjuvant chemotherapy. With use of a panel of 16 cancerrelated genes and 5 reference genes, the likelihood of developing distant recurrence in ER-positive early stage breast cancer is calculated as a recurrence score (RS) ranging from 0 to 100. The RS is based on the assumption that patients will receive adjuvant hormonal manipulation for 5 years and predicts a 10-year distant recurrence risk as a continuous variable. RS can also be subdivided into three risk categories: low (Ͻ18), intermediate (18 -30) , and high (Ͼ30) scores.
A validation study utilizing paraffin-embedded tissue samples from a large multicenter prospective trial, the NSABP B-14 tamoxifen-treated cohort of breast cancer patients, demonstrated Kaplan-Meier estimates of risk of distant recurrence at 6.8%, 14.3%, and 30.5% with low, intermediate, and high RS, respectively [5] . Since then, multiple studies worldwide have validated the prognostic capability of this assay [6 -8] . A subsequent study explored utilization of Oncotype DX categorical scores for prediction of additive benefit of chemotherapy to hormonal therapy. Patient tumor samples from another large multicenter prospective trial, the NSABP B-20 trial, which compared tamoxifen alone with chemotherapy plus tamoxifen treatment in node-negative, ER-positive, invasive breast cancer were assayed for RS. Patients with low RS (Ͻ18) demonstrated no benefit from chemotherapy, whereas high scoring patients (RS Ͼ31) had maximum benefit (absolute benefit of 28% reduction in distant metastatic disease development at 10 years) from adjuvant chemotherapy [9] .
More recently, the applicability of Oncotype DX RS both in node-positive breast cancer and in predicting local regional recurrence has been studied. The TransATAC study found RS to be independently predictive of distant recurrence and thus prognostic in node-positive breast cancer patients [7] . A retrospective analysis of a subset of node-positive patients in the SWOG-8814 study has demonstrated that the multigene assay was prognostic and predictive of chemotherapy benefit [10] . The Oncotype DX assay was also studied in the tamoxifentreated patients from both the NSABP B-14 and B-20 trials to evaluate for association with local regional recurrence and revealed a significant association between RS and risk of local regional recurrence [11] .
The current study explores the impact of Oncotype DX RS on recommendations for adjuvant chemotherapy given by 12 breast oncology specialists spanning 3 subspecialties and 5 institutions. The risk of distant recurrence estimated by participants based on traditional clinicopathologic tumor features was compared to the risk category calculated by Oncotype DX. Recommendations for adjuvant chemotherapy offered by participants before and after knowledge of the RS were compared. Differences in treatment recommendations between subspecialties were also examined. [12] [13] [14] . All invasive carcinomas were graded using the modified combined histologic grading system [15] . The number of mitoses was determined in ten consecutive high-power (ϫ400) fields in the mitotically most active areas of the tumors. Tumors were evaluated to determine the presence or absence of lymphovascular invasion (LVI) based on all available stained slides.
METHODS

Patient Clinical and Pathologic Data
The clinicopathologic features of the tumors are summarized in Table 1 . Surgical treatment consisted of partial mastectomy in 91 patients and mastectomy in 63 patients. The median size of invasive carcinomas was 1.4 cm (1.49 Ϯ 0.06, mean Ϯ SEM; range 0.4 -6.0 cm). Evaluation of nodal status was performed in 153 of 154 (99.4%) cases and consisted of sentinel lymph node biopsy in 143 (93.5%) cases, whereas complete axillary lymph node dissection was performed in 10 (6.5%) cases. All patients with micro-and macrometastatic disease on sentinel lymph node biopsy underwent completion axillary lymph node dissection. Axillary lymph node metasta- 
Study Participants
A contingent of physicians who specialize in breast cancer diagnosis and management were invited to participate in this study. This group of breast oncology specialists consisted of four surgical oncologists, four medical oncologists, and four pathologists. Each participant was given clinical and pathologic data on which to base their estimation of recurrence risk and recommendations for chemotherapy. Clinicopathologic data included patient age, menopausal status, tumor size, histologic type, grade, mitotic activity, presence of LVI, nodal status, hormone receptor (including percentage of staining values), and HER2/neu status. Participants were asked to predict the risk of distant tumor recurrence (low, intermediate, or high) based on the provided clinicopathologic data for each case. Assuming that all patients were in good general health, participants were also asked to record their treatment recommendation as chemotherapy plus hormone therapy or hormone therapy alone and to provide the three most important features influencing their recommendations. All respondents were initially blinded to the Oncotype DX RS. One month later, the data sheet, now containing the actual RS results but with the order of patients randomized, was redistributed to the participants who were asked to provide their treatment recommendations based on the clinicopathologic features and the actual RS.
Estimation of recurrence risk determined by participants was compared with actual Oncotype DX RS results. Changes in treatment recommendations of participants following inclusion of RS data were also analyzed. Treatment recommendations before and after inclusion of RS results were compared with treatment recommendations based on RS alone, actual treatment recommendations from the patients' treating medical oncologists, and treatments received by the patients.
Statistical Analysis
Clinicopathologic features between groups of tumors were compared using the one-way analysis of variance and the 2 tests, when appropriate. Median percentage of ER and PR immunostaining score values were compared using the KruskalWallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks followed by Dunn's multiple comparison test, when appropriate. The rate of agreement between participants' risk assessment with RS and their treatment recommendations was assessed using Cohen's and weighted statistics, where appropriate. Statistical significance was determined if the two-sided p-value of a test was Ͻ.05. Computations were performed using the Graphpad Prism (Version 5, GraphPad Software, San Diego) software.
RESULTS
The clinical and pathologic features of the selected patients and tumors are summarized in Table 1 ). There was no statistically significant difference in overall concurrence with RS results between surgical oncologists, medical oncologists, and pathologists (Fig. 1A) . Medical oncologists estimated the risk of recurrence to be higher compared with RS (38.1% Ϯ 2.0%, mean Ϯ SEM) more frequently compared with surgical oncologists (28.7% Ϯ 5.9%, mean Ϯ SEM) or pathologists (27.5% Ϯ 7.8%, mean Ϯ SEM); this difference did not reach statistical significance. Participants registered tumor stage/nodal status, hormone receptor status, and tumor size as the most important clinicopathologic features impacting their estimations of recurrence risk.
The participants' recommendations of adjuvant chemotherapy before and after knowledge of RS results are summarized in Supplemental Table 2 and Fig. 1B . Assuming patients with low and intermediate risk RS are unlikely to benefit from chemotherapy, 82.3% Ϯ 1.3% (range 75.5-89.0) and 69.0% Ϯ 6.9% (range 5.9 -85.7) of patients for whom chemotherapy was recommended by the participants would be overtreated without and with the use of RS results (p ϭ .0322) [9, 10] . Inclusion of RS data resulted in a 24.9% overall change in chemotherapy recommendations for participants. Without the inclusion of RS data, there was a statistically significant difference between medical oncologists and surgical oncologists in the percentage of chemotherapy recommendations (Figs. 1C,D) . Once Oncotype DX results were known, medical oncologists were more likely to use this information to change their treatment recommendations (mostly in favor of hormone therapy alone) (Fig. 1B) . Among the various clinicopathologic factors, participants ranked patient age/ menopausal status, hormone receptor status, and tumor stage/ nodal status to be the most important features when recommending chemotherapy.
With regard to actual treatment of the patients included in this study, adjuvant chemotherapy was recommended by the treating medical oncologists in 11 of 95 (11.6%), 31 of 45 (68.9%), and 12 of 14 (85.7%) patients with low, intermediate, and high RS tumors (Table 1) . Adjuvant chemotherapy was refused by patients in four (4.2%), seven (15.6%), and three (21.4%) cases in the low-, intermediate-, and high-risk groups, respectively. The comparison of actual recommended and received treatments by the patients with those recommended by participants is summarized in Supplemental Table 2 
DISCUSSION
The main findings of this study are that breast cancer specialists from various multidisciplinary specialties tend to overestimate the risk of tumor recurrence compared with Oncotype DX RS based on traditional clinicopathologic tumor features, resulting in potential significant overtreatment of breast cancer patients with adjuvant chemotherapy. Inclusion of Oncotype DX RS results, as a reflection of the biologic properties of the individual cancers, results in changing the treatment recommendations in approximately 25% of cases. Although the recommendations provided by participants were not applied for actual clinical decision-making purposes, we compared them to the actual treatment offered to and received by the patients. We recognize that the recommendations for adjuvant treatment ultimately remain with the medical oncologist and patient; however, many patients will seek counsel with their surgeon (less so their pathologist) for confirmation of the opinion rendered by the medical oncologist. The use of adjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer patients can be associated with significant morbidities related to drug toxicities. Although effective antiemetic and growth factor support medications have contributed to improved tolerability of regimens, chemotherapy still has potential short-term and long-term toxicities. As such, thoughtful consideration is exercised when recommending chemotherapy. Moreover, empiric use of adjuvant systemic therapy in early stage breast cancer can lead to substantially increased costs for the patient and the health care system. In our study, on the basis of clinicopathologic features alone, breast cancer specialists tended to provide a higher estimate of the risk of tumor recurrence compared with Oncotype DX. Because current studies indicate that patients with breast cancers showing low-and intermediate-risk RS gain little benefit from chemotherapy, such overestimation of recurrence risk may result in exposing a significant number of patients to the risks and morbidities of chemotherapy without any significant benefit [9, 10] . Although cost analyses outcomes were not determined in this study, the utilization of RS to guide selective adjuvant chemotherapy has been shown to lower expected cost per life-year compared with empiric chemotherapy [16] . It is notable, however, that prospective studies examining the accuracy of recurrence risk and/or chemotherapy benefit based on traditional clinicopathologic variables versus Oncotype DX have yet to be performed.
Multiple studies have demonstrated that higher tumor stage/nodal status along with tumor size signifies and predicts more advanced disease and higher distant recurrence risk [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Indeed, similar to general practice and guidelines, these features were considered by participants as some of the most important tumor characteristics to guide distant recurrence risk estimation. The same tumor features, with significant consid- Risk Estimation and Clinical Impact of Oncotype DX eration given to general patient characteristics, such as age and general health, played an important part in guiding treatment recommendations by participants as well. However, as our study shows, risk estimates primarily based on these factors tend to overestimate risk compared with RS. Consequently, meaningful clinical management decisions based on these tumor characteristics alone remain relatively unreliable. A small retrospective study evaluating correlation between clinicopathologic features and RS performed at Magee-Women's Hospital revealed multiple features that correlated with RS [22] . Our study also confirms that various pathologic features of breast cancers significantly correlate with RS, and considering tumor features such as mitotic activity, percentage of PR positivity, and the presence of LVI may lead to better risk estimates. In fact, on the basis of a combination of such tumor features, we have been able to construct a nomogram that predicts Oncotype DX RS with high accuracy (Acs et al., unpublished data). A breast cancer prognostic score was recently developed at Duke University as well, incorporating multiple pathologic features, and was found to correlate well with RS [23] . Such composite indices and/or nomograms may have future economic implications if they are validated in larger studies.
Lo and colleagues prospectively studied the impact of RS on chemotherapy recommendations among 17 medical oncologists and found that the multigene assay changed recommendations in 31.5% of cases [24] . Several other studies have similarly determined RS changes adjuvant treatment recommendations by 18%-44% [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Moreover, the most common change in recommendations was from chemotherapy plus hormonal therapy to hormonal therapy alone. This is congruent with our study that demonstrated higher rates of overestimation and overtreatment with chemotherapy without RS results. Although the design of our study was different, treatment recommendations after inclusion of RS were very similar to actual treatment recommendations offered to patients, suggesting that our results accurately reflect the impact of RS on actual patient management.
Limitations of our study include its retrospective nature. In addition, on the basis of the results of prior studies, tumors showing low and intermediate RS were assumed to not benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy in contrast to tumors with high RS results [9, 10] . This assumption was utilized to calculate the rates of over-and undertreatment; however, the clinical significance of intermediate RS tumors is not known. On the other hand, additional analysis assuming that intermediate RS breast cancers would also benefit from chemotherapy did not significantly change the results. The prospective Trial Assigning IndividuaLized Options for Treatment (Rx) (TAILORx) study was designed to attempt to elucidate the chemotherapy benefit in patients with intermediate RS tumors [30] . Although accrual for the trial was completed in 2010, no results are available yet. Another potential limitation is selection bias of participants in our study. All participants had received subspecialty training in breast oncology and diagnose, manage, and treat breast cancer patients primarily or exclusively. However, one strength of our study design was the inclusion of physicians from varying geographic regions of the country and practicing in a mixture of both academic and private practices. Clinicians who do not frequently care for breast cancer patients may further over-or underestimate risk of distant recurrence.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the use of Oncotype DX assists in patient selection for adjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer. Although there are multiple clinicopathologic features that correlate with RS, risk estimation based on traditionally used tumor characteristics results in a high rate of over-and underestimation of distant recurrence risk compared with Oncotype DX. In our study, participants' risk estimates agreed with RS in only 54.2% of cases. With the advent of molecular testing, breast cancer treatment and management continues to progress toward personalized therapy. The use of Oncotype DX and similar commercially available molecular profiling tools, that is, Mammaprint and Mammostrat, has eased the integration of this technology into clinical practice. Using the multigene assay, clinicians may expect an almost 25% change in their adjuvant chemotherapy treatment recommendations for their patients. Finally, the use of emerging nomograms aimed at replicating Oncotype DX may be of both clinical and economic utility in the future.
